
Question Pearson Realize Capabilities
System Requirements

What are the system 
requirements?

System requirements are linked on the Pearson Realize login 
page and can be viewed here:
http://pearsonnasites.force.com/kbase/articles/Informational/Pearson-
Realize-System-Requirements-1404800369845/

How do you determine which 
operating systems and 
browsers you support?

Pearson Realize has a set of supported system requirements 
that optimize and deliver the most reliable user experience. We 
aim to support the browsers and operating systems most 
widely used by the market. Because Realize is a browser-based 
application, and accessing Realize with supported browsers 
when those browsers are running on non-supported operating 
systems will often result in an equally efficient user experience. 
However, the supported operating systems and browsers are 
not exclusive and Realize will operate on other combinations of 
operating systems and browsers.

What browsers does Realize 
support?

Pearson Realize features a fully responsive design that enables 
the application to adjust to any supported browser’s size. 
Supported OS and Browser configurations are:  

Operating System             Browser
Windows 8                          IE 10 (desktop)
Windows 7                          IE 9, Firefox, Chrome
Mac OS 10.8x                      Safari, Firefox, Chrome
Mac OS 10.7x                      Safari
iPad 2/3 iOS 7.0                   Safari
iPad 2/3 iOS 8.0                   Safari

Are there any known issues 
with Windows 8, Internet 
Explorer 10, Chrome, Firefox?

Not that we are aware of. See the system requirements for 
more information about supported operating systems and 
browsers.

For Windows 8 only IE 10 is 
listed. What about Chrome and 
Firefox? 

We have a limited amount of browser/OS combinations we can 
support, but for the most part, if a browser works on one 
Windows OS it should work on another. 

Are there any known issues 
with any antivirus software or 
Windows application 
firewall?

Not that we are aware of.
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Device Support

What mobile devices do you 
support?

We officially support iPads. We use responsive design so as long 
as the user is on a mobile tablet device that is running a 
supported browser, the application will adjust to the browser’s 
size. 

Can I still access Realize on a 
mobile device other than an 
iPad?

Although Realize does not yet officially support all devices, the 
Realize team is working to support customers that are using 
Realize on iPhones and Android devices, and is actively testing 
several devices for compatibility. We expect to announce the 
results near the end of 2014.

Devices we're testing now:
•Chromebook
•Kuno
•Surface 2 (w/Windows RT)
•iPhone 5S
•Nexus 7
•Kindle Fire 7
•Samsung Galaxy 4

Can I access Pearson Realize 
using Chromebooks and 
Android?

As long as a user is accessing Realize through a supported 
browser, Realize should work. 

Platform Specifications

Is the application hosted? Yes, it is web-based. There is no software to install.

What is used for the database? We use Equella for content and run our database on Oracle v. 
11g, which are both hosted.  There is no database required at 
the customer site. We reserve the right to change this in the 
future.

Are SSL certs required? Yes, but these are installed on our servers.

Is Realize accessibility 
compliant?

We are in compliance with the WCAG 2.0 and section 508 
(which is an older standard) standards, and we are focusing on 
keyboard accessibility.

Does Realize allow single sign-
on and other applications to 
use its authentication system?

Yes. Realize shares teacher and student accounts with other 
core basal digital curriculum systems. For the complete list, 
view this article.

What is the time out for both 
teachers and students on 
Realize?

Two hours. Students or teachers accessing other systems via 
new browser windows, such as Dash or eText, create separate 
sessions for those applications. The user who uses an eText for 
more than two hours without being active in Realize would time 
out of Realize. The user must sign in again to Realize after 
closing the eText window or tab.

Is Realize SCORM compliant? Yes. Realize supports SCORM compliant learning objects.
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What is the breakdown of 
bandwidth for Realize and 
content on Realize?

Bandwidth breakdown estimates:
Realize Platform - 1.8 MB
•empty cache, initial page load
•content rest calls

Program Thumbs - 1.0 MB
•10 items
TOC Thumbs - 2.5 MB (avg)
•Miller & Levine Bio TX ~ 4.2 MB
•enVision CA Grade 1 ~ 2.0 MB
•Int. Science TX Grade 5 ~ 2.4 MB
•Common Core Lit Grade 11 ~ 1.4 MB

Content Items
Miller & Levine Bio TX
•   13 Page PPT - 17.5 MB
•   SCO with Video - 14.0 MB
•   SCO with 3 images - 1.7 MB

enVisionMATH CA Grade 1
•   SCO w/ Video and Images - 11.5 MB
•   1 page PDF - 0.3 MB

Interactive Science TX Grade 5
•   SCO Activity - 4.4 MB
•   1 page Word Doc - 0.4 MB

Pearson Common Core Lit Grade 11
•   eText deep link to a chapter - 2.5 MB

How much bandwidth does 
Realize use per student?

The Realize application is a modern web application. The user's 
web browser will cache Realize for a period of 30 days or until a 
new version becomes available. It is estimated that an average 
of 12MB worth of data is being transmitted per student per day. 
This is based on a student usage session of seven page hits and 
downloading one content item.

Downtime and 
Technical Issues

How do customers learn about 
outages or downtime?

Most of our outages are unplanned. We have zero-downtime 
releases. In the event of an outage, we post a notification page 
on Realize. Implementing a communications channel for 
customers is being considered as a feature for an upcoming 
release. More information to come soon.

If there are major issues on 
Realize, who is the point 
person and what is their 
service level agreement? 

Your first point of contact is always technical support.  They can be 
reached via phone at 888-247-2099 or at support.pearsonschool.com.
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Can a teacher log into their 
account at the same time on 
multiple computers?

It is not a good practice to log in to any LMS on more than one 
computer at the same time. The same is true about having two 
teachers use the same username and password. Simultaneous 
logins can cause errors in the system.

Release Schedule

What is the release schedule? Generally, new features are released about five to seven times 
per year. Realize had four releases during 2014:

4.3 August 15 - Release Notes
4.4 October 20 - Release Notes 
4.5 November 22 – Release Notes
4.6 December 26 – Release Notes

Upcoming releases:
5.0 March 21, 2015
5.1 May 30, 2015
5.2 July 25, 2015

Licensing

How long does it take for a 
product to show up in Realize 
after the licenses have been 
provisioned?

It can take up to 24 hours for the products to show up in 
teacher accounts. 

When does the license 
subscription begin?

When purchasing online materials, the subscription starts when 
the product is purchased. Ninety days are added to each license 
to ensure that the product will not expire before the school year 
ends. Example: A one-year license purchased May 15, 2014 will 
expire August 15, 2015.
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Can you assign content from a 
course not associated with the 
class?

Yes. Realize offers a flexible licensing model. You can search for 
content and results from all programs in the account will 
appear. You can then assign those content items to students. 
So a Grade 4 class using enVisionMATH could be assigned 
content from Grade 3 enVisionMATH, even if Grade 4 is the only 
program associated with the class. This works for all content 
items in Realize. 

User and Class 
Management
Is bulk upload available on 
Realize?

Yes. Customer Administrator accounts are now available for 
Person Realize.
Here are some helpful tips:
•You can request admin accounts using this form on Community 
Connection.
•A link to the bulk upload instructions is available on myPearson 
Training.
•We recommend that if you use products on Realize and any 
other K-12 learning  platform that you use the Pearson 
SuccessNet Admin tools. This document explains the strategy.
•Follow these instructions if you upload using Pearson SuccessNet.
•Customer Admins who bulk upload students on PSN can do 
class rostering on Realize, but they will need to know every 
teacher’s username and every student’s username. They will 
put that information into the students and classes bulk upload 
template provided on Pearson Realize.
•Customers Admins can update student and teacher accounts 
on Pearson Realize. The system looks at the username and 
updates any information in the other fields, such as email 
address (applies only to teacher accounts) or password.

If a teacher leaves in the 
middle of the school year and 
a new teacher takes over the 
class, how does Realize handle 
this?

An administrator would modify the existing teacher's 
credentials. Meaning, they would change the existing teacher's 
profile information (name, username, password and email 
address) to the information of the new teacher taking over. 

Realize does not support modification of usernames by either 
an administrator or teacher. This task would need to be 
completed using a PSN Admin account.

Can you put students from 
more than one class in a 
group?

Yes. The group feature simplifies assigning content. Teachers 
can put students from any class into a group.

How many students can be 
enrolled in a class?

There is no defined limit. Classes have been tested with 30 
students. There should be no issues with larger classes. 
Teachers may experience slow performance if they enroll 
upwards of 100 students in one class.

Does Realize support having 
two teachers in a class?

No, not at this time.
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Is there a parent letter that 
contains a student username 
and password?

Yes. It is available on myPearsonTraining.com. There is an English 
and a Spanish version of the letter.

How are students transferred 
to a new class?

Teachers must complete this task. The teacher who has the 
class that the student is being removed from needs to unenroll 
the student. They go to the Students & Groups section for the 
class and then click Remove. The new teacher enrolls the 
student. They go to the same section and click Add a student 
to class.

Data does not transfer with the student.

Will a student get all existing 
class assignments if they are 
enrolled into the class after the 
teacher made the 
assignments?

No. Teachers must manually add students to all class 
assignments that they want the new student to complete. The 
student does not inherit any existing assignments made to the 
class when they are newly enrolled into the class.

How are students transferred 
to a new district?

We are not able to transfer students between districts.

How are students transferred 
between schools in a district?

Customer Admins must use the PSN Admin tool to transfer 
students between schools in a district. 

Data does not transfer with the student.

How are teachers transferred 
between schools in a district 
or to a new district?

We are not able to transfer teachers between schools in a 
district or to a new district.

Does Realize have a NYR 
(New Year Rollover)?

No, only PSN has an annual NYR process. On all other digital 
curriculum systems, teachers manually close their classes at 
the end of the year. Select Hide Class to close the class at the 
end of the year. This releases students from the class and frees 
up product licenses for the next school year. 

Reporting

What types of reports can 
teachers access on Realize?

Teachers can view usage, progress, mastery and item analysis 
data. School-level reporting will be available in the near future. 
To learn more about data, watch the Data tutorial on 
myPearsonTraining.com.

These are features of the new Usage report:
•Teachers can view high level usage per class data 
•Teacher can view bar graph of average time on task per 
assignment
•Teacher can view class roster with each student's time on task 
per assignment

Can data be exported? The ability for teachers to export data will be available with the 
4.5 December 2014 release.
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Can data be exported? The ability for teachers to export data will be available with the 
4.5 December 2014 release.

Is there school and district 
reporting for Administrators?

School and district reporting will be available in Q2 2015.

Does Realize have Google 
Analytics built into its 
framework? If not, when will it?

Google Analytics will be available with the 4.5 December 2014 
release.

Content

What happens when students 
are taking a test or completing 
a MathXL activity and there is a 
fire drill or power outage at the 
school?

Every answer entered is saved when the student goes to the 
next question. Once the student signs in again and goes back to 
the activity or assessment, all questions or problems solved so 
far would be saved. The student can continue at the point they 
left off.

What is the difference between 
Realize assessments and Next 
Generation Assessments?

Realize assessments offer two item types: multiple choice and 
gridded response. These assessments are automatically scored. 
Teachers can customize Realize assessment questions, add 
additional questions and build custom tests.

Next Generation Assessments offer media-rich, interactive test 
items that give students a chance to solve real, complex 
problems and show how they reached the solution. Next 
Generation Assessments provide students the opportunity to 
experience these interactive test item types which will be 
featured in the high-stakes Common Core assessments. 

Manually scored test items are now available for assessments. 
Teachers will need to score these test items and determine when 
to publish final test results to students.. 

Digital courses can utilize one or both types of assessments. 
Can teachers customize 
assessments?

Teachers can customize and build assessments from scratch or 
using a test-item bank if the digital course offers Realize tests. 
Next Generation Assessments are available and assignable but 
teachers cannot customize Next Generation Assessments or build 
Next Generation Assessments from scratch or using a test-item 
bank. Next Generation Assessments will be customizable in the 
near future.

Two things to note:
1.Digital courses can offer both Realize and Next Generation 
Assessments. Some will elect to use one or the other and not 
offer both options.

2.Not all digital courses will offer teachers test-item banks. 
Teachers can create their own questions or select items from a 
test bank if the digital course includes one or more test-item 
banks.

Can teachers export tests as a 
PDF? 

Teachers can print Pearson tests, customized, and teacher-
created tests in a format that students can use to take 
paper/pencil. Currently, tests cannot be exported. However, 
many computers provide the option to save documents as PDF in 
the print dialog box. This ‘save as PDF’ or ‘print as PDF’ varies 
based on the computer’s operating system and web browser.
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Can audio be added to 
activities or assessments, 
especially for primary and 
Special Ed students?

Currently, Realize does not offer the ability to record audio 
instructions for assessments or activities. The audio provided is 
authored with the Pearson content and teachers cannot 
customize this audio.

Can teachers assign content 
from another grade level and 
how does that affect product 
licensing?

Teachers can assign content from other program grade levels 
based on the programs in their account. This flexible licensing 
model enables teachers to assign students content for 
remediation or enrichment without consuming additional product 
licenses. 

Can teachers assign any 
Leveled Readers to students?

Yes. Teachers can search for leveled readers by a number of 
different criteria, such as grade level, genre, lexile, etc. Based on 
the leveled readers associated with the programs in their 
account, they can assign any title to any student.

The 4.3 Release offers new features for leveled readers:
•Allow blanks as valid entries on Leveled Reader facets for some 
fields (ISBN, Author, Comprehension Skill, Text Feature)
•Allow decimal values in the Reading Maturity Metric (RMM) 
Scale
•Added a Leveled Reader content area "Literature" as a filter in 
Search

Can teachers share custom 
content or Pearson course 
content they have customized?

Not for BTS 2014. This may be available in a future release.

Can teachers create a proctor 
password for assessments?

Not for BTS 2014. This may be available in a future release.

Can teachers personalize due 
dates?

Realize class management features includes the ability to create 
groups. This is the feature for customizing due dates. The ability 
to personalize a due date for one or more students after the 
activity or assessment has been assigned to a class may be 
available in a future release.

How do teachers email a 
Centers link if they use web-
based email and not an email 
client, like Outlook?

Most web-based email can be configured to handle ‘mailto:’ 
links, which are email links embedded in content. Here is a link 
to an article that explains how to configure a few browsers: http:
//blog.hubspot.com/marketing/set-gmail-as-browser-default-email-client-ht

DASH

Will the original Dash app for 
Reading Street sync with 
Realize?

No, sync is only available for Pearson SuccessNet.
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What content on Realize is 
delivered in Dash? 

Digital courses on Realize can integrate with Dash to provide 
tools for students to interact with the content. You need to find 
out which courses provide content on Dash when being trained 
by a content expert.

In addition to ACTIVe-books, here are a few examples of content 
items that are delivered on Dash: Reader's and Writer's 
Notebook, Reader’s and Writer’s Journal, Close Reading Tool and 
Interactive Worksheets.

NOTE: Teacher must create a class on Dash in addition to the 
class on Realize in order to provide students access to Dash 
content. Creating the class on Dash is what creates the product 
subscription. Until that is done, students will see a message 
telling them that they are not subscribed to the product and to 
get help from their teacher. Teachers single-sign-on (SSO) to 
Dash and may not understand that they are being sent to a 
different system. This guide on myPearson Training explains how 
teachers create a class on Dash.

eText

How do teachers and students 
get access to the eText on a 
mobile device?

Teachers are subscribed to the mobile eText when they add the 
product to their accounts. Students are subscribed when they 
are enrolled into a class on Realize. Teacher then install the 
eText for Schools app and sign in to the app using the same 
username and password they use for Realize.

As described in the system requirements FAQ section, eText for 
schools is meant for tablet devices, not smartphones.

How do teachers share notes 
with students through the 
Student Edition eText?

Teachers must set up a course in the eText to be able to share 
notes with students through the student edition. This teacher 
training guide on myPearsonTraining.com explains how to do this. 
The explanation begins near the bottom of page 2.

Parent Access

How can parents/guardians 
view the content and student 
progress for programs on 
Realize?

Parents and guardians sign in to Realize using the child’s 
username and password. There is not special access or view for 
parents and there are no current plans to customize the 
parent/guardian experience.

Can parents/guardians obtain 
their own account for Realize?

No, we do not provide parents or guardians with accounts. They 
use the student username and password to access Realize to 
view student assignments and progress.
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